Diana Brahams
''Care'' is a short word, a simple concept that most of us learn from a very young age. It is usually combined with good advice such as: ''take care when you go down these steep steps'', ''take care when you cross the road'', or ''take care not to be late''. Taking care means you are less likely to have an accident and be a responsible citizen.
As you get older you discover that the word ''care'', when attached to an institution run by or for the state, is all too often the triumph of hope over experience. What does ''care home'' suggest to the average citizen? The noun created all too often causes apprehension and concern. Far too many care homes do not provide true ''care'' in the kind and loving sense of the word and are not at all homely. There are abusive and cruel ''carers'' who give no care but neglect or even torment their helpless charges deliberately. Recorded video footage has demonstrated such abuse, resulting in prosecutions. The presence of video cameras may go some way to ensure that this does not happen but it is a deprivation of privacy for all concerned.
Investigations into allegations of abuse, both historical and recent, of children ''in care'' have revealed appalling mistreatment. The statistics demonstrate that, on average, children ''in care'' are far less successful at school and with their career development than those living with their families. When recent abuse and grooming scandals were exposed and the gangs of men responsible prosecuted and jailed, it emerged that their main targets were girls in the ''care'' of local authorities. Girls who were given drugs and used as prostitutes, because, being in care homes, they were seen as easy victims. There are some wonderful and dedicated staff, who are kind and responsible, but there are too many who are vicious and unprincipled bullies. As a result of this the terms ''children's care home'', ''care home'' or ''state care'' often prompt a degree of unease.
Our state care institutions include prisons, where a large number of inmates have personality disorders, mental issues, and often significant psychiatric problems along with drug habits, leaving them vulnerable to abuse. More recently radicalisation is yet another reason that a man may leave prison more likely to cause harm and trouble in the community than when he was admitted. I use the masculine form as the vast majority of prisoners are men, though many women prisoners also have very serious mental and personality issues.
Army training centres are responsible for the care of their soldiers whether raw recruits or more seasoned veterans, but too often soldiers' lives have been squandered through ignorance, stupidity, or a lack of planning. We have finally had the Chilcot Enquiry, some six years after the evidence was first produced about the Iraq War. It has revealed that lack of planning, the wrong equipment or not enough equipment, resulted in lives being avoidably lost. This is not new. In the Boer War, more soldiers died of fever than in battle. In World War 1 sending men to be shot down by machine gun fire was outright but official slaughter, especially as those who refused were shot for cowardice. There were numerous failed or disastrous campaigns in World War II. The term ''friendly fire'' is another euphemism, but in the heat of a battle it may be difficult to distinguish friend from foe, but the result will be the same: injury or death. Death can also happen (though rarely) in training. Is it from a lack of care? If the situation is inherently dangerous then it may not be -but when fit young men die from heat illness and dehydration while training in full kit during exceptionally hot days does it indicate a lamentable lack of care for their welfare and safety?
And what of ''care in the community''? An excellent concept in principle, but if an unstable schizophrenic murders a member of the public or of his family could this be seen as a result of lack of proper care? Can we guarantee that the members of our society are safe in the ''community''?
Care should mean true care, not an approximation, a variation, or neglect. Anne Longfield, the children's commissioner is very aware of current shortcomings and is determined to improve stability for the 69,540 children currently in care. Where possible children should be looked after by the same key social worker and foster parents and avoid moves which add to their stress and anxiety. All too often it is the victims of abuse and bullying who become abusers and bullies so it is not only kind and caring but makes good sense to try to prevent this, be that with children in care, prisoners, or the vulnerable. Good care is likely to give everyone a better life, both for the cared for and the carers themselves. If only . . .
